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Abstract: - We develop the minimum mean-squared-error (MMSE) multiuser generalized detector for nonorth-
ogonal multipulse modulation in wireless sensor networks employed by remote sensing systems over the non-
coherent additive white Gaussian noise channel. The generalized detector (GO) is constructed based on the ge-
neralized approach to signal processing in the presence of noise. We analyze the asymptotic performance of the
generalized detector and show that, unlike the case of linear modulation, the MMSE generalized detector does
not generally approach the generalized detector discussed previously but outperforms the detector based on the
generalized maximum-likelihood detection rule. However, it does approach a detector, which nulls out the mul-
ti-access interference. This detector is termed the multipulse generalized detector due to its similarity to the de-
correlating detector. The probability of error for this generalized detector is deriv,ed and used to find the asymp-
totic multiuser efficiencies of both the multipulse generalized detector and the MMSE generalized detector. It is
shown that for noncoherent binary signaling, in which the multipulse modulation is two-dimensional, the multi-
pulse generalized detector is superior to the generalized maximum-likelihood detector. This result does not ge-
neralize to larger dimensionality signal set.

Key-Words: - Minimum mean-squared-error detection, multipulse modulation, multiuser detection, generalized
detector, noncoherent detection.

1 Introduction
Orthogonal signaling is often employed in wireless
sensor networks applied by remote sensing systems
to communicate over noncoherent channels. Howev-

er, when multiple sensor nodes and sinks share such
a channel, the assignment of mutually orthogonal si-
gnal sets to each sensor node and sink requires a lar-
ge bandwidth. Moreover, if each sensor node and
sink employ a signal set, which is orthogonal but cor-
related with the other sensor nodes and sinks, then a
low complexity receiver may produce an effective si-
gnal constellation, which is no longer orthogonal for
each sensor node and sink. For these reasons, we co-
nsider the more general case of nonorthogonal multi-
pulse modulation, in which each sensor node and
sink are assigned a possibly correlated signal set,
from which one signal is transmitted at each signal-
ing period. There is also the possibility of bandwidth
savings through the use of nonorthogonal multipulse
modulation. Orthogonal signaling schemes require a
bandwidth, which grows linearly with the number of
signals employed, while nonorthogonal multipulse
modulation can generally be made much more spect-
rally efficient. Zero-forcing or decorrelative detecti-

on of such signals has been studied recently in [1]-
[4]. These detectors act to first remove the multiple-
access interference through a perpendicular projecti-
on of the received data out of the span of the interfer-
ing sensor node's signals. This operation is followed
by either the asymptotically optimal detector [4] if
the sensor node's signal energies are available or by
the generalized maximum-likelihood (GML) detector
[1]-[4] in the absence of this information. Extension
ofthe subspace tracking techniques of [5] is also dis-
cussed in [6] to develop a blind generalized maxi-
mum-likelihood detector, which employs subspace
tracking to estimate the interfering sensor node's su-
bspace. In this paper, we consider the use of the mi-
nimum mean-squared-error (MMSE) rule for nonort-
hogonal multipulse modulation in wireless sensor ne-
twork employed by remote sensing systems under
the generalized approach to signal processing in the
presence of noise [7]-[ 11]. The MMSE detector in
the universally adopted sense was previously derived
in [6] and it was noted that for example therein, the
GML detector appeared to outperform the MMSE
detector asymptotically. We derive the asymptotic
performance of the minimum mean-squared-error
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(MMSE) GO and compare it to that of the GO deriv-
ed in [7]-[11]. We show that MMSE GO does appro-
ach a detector, which completely nulls the multi-ac-
cess interference, This detector is termed the multi-
pulse generalized detector (MGO) due to its similari-
ty by principles of functioning to the linear decorre-
lating detector of [12]. It is shown that the MGO and
the MMSE GO outperform the GML detector for
both high and low values of the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR). We prove that MGO and hence the MMSE
GO are asymptotically superior to the GO for binary
signaling [8] from a two-dimensional multipulse sig-
nal set. This result does not extend to higher dimensi-
on signaling. The performance comparison between
the MGO and MMSE GO at low SNRs is still an op-
en discussion.

2 Discrete Time Mode]
The discrete time model for the output of the nonco-
herent channel with nonorthogonal multipulse modu-
lation can be presented in the following form [6]

y=WDb+o.
The matrix

'h!= [H(1),H(2),..., H(K)] (2)

contains the signal vectors for each sensor node with
H(k) =[h1(k),hz(k),...,hM (k)] (3)

and h m(k) is the m-th signal corresponding to sensor
node k. The vector

b=[bT(l),bT(2),...,bT(K)f (4)
is a MKxl vector with each b(k)a column of the

M x M identity matrix, which selects the signal tra-
nsmitted by sensor node k, That is,

H(k)bm(k)=hm(k) .
The MK x MK matrix

D - d '
{ r;::-.E JOi(1) fr.E )82(1) r;::-.E l8M(!)

- zag "\j£-!e ,v.c,!e ""'V£-le ,...,

..jEKe)81(K),...,..jEKe)81(M)} (6)
contains the sensor node energies and phase terms.

The individual gain parameters, ..JE:e18m(1),are mo-

deled as having an amplitude, .JE:, which is inde-
pendent of the transmitted symbol, but a phase,
em (k) , which may be hypothesis dependent. The ad-
ditive noise, D, is modeled as zero-mean complex
Gaussian with correlation matrix

M[on'] = o-zl . (7)
Assuming that the phase terms are independent zero-
mean random variables, the measurement y has first
and second order statistics
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* 1 .,
m=M[y]=O, R=M[yy ]=-'h!F'h! +0'-1 (8)

M
where

F=diag{E1I,...,EKI} . (9)
We may expand this model when the k-th sensor no-
de is of interest and has the transmitted signal hln(k)

y=jE;e18m(k)hm(k)+S(k)fJ+n, (10)
where the matrix

S(k)E r;NXM(K-l)

is formed from the matrices H(l) for 1"*k and

fJE r;M(K-I) (12)

is formed by stacking vectors .[E;e)8m!b(k) . We as-
sume the sensor nodes communicate independently.

(11)

(1)

3 MMSE Generalized Detector
The MMSE GO estimator of the vector Db accord-

ing to the generalized approach to signal processing
in the presence of noise [7]-[ 11] is given by

i =.6 b=2FW*R-'y -y*R-1y + n;R-'o.. (13)

where n 1 is a vector of an additional noise source
with the same statistical characteristics as the noise
vector ° included in the measurement y; F, fj{ , and R
are defined in the previous section. If we consider the

k-th block of i = .6 b, D(k) b(k), we obtain a deci-
sion rule for the MMSE GO in the case of the nonco-
herent channel

~ ~ ~ z
mMMSEGD(k)=argmaxl{D(k)b(k)}m Im

(5)
= arg max{12h: (k)R-1y - y*R-1y + n:R-1o1 12}.m

(14)
This is motivated by the fact that the true vector
D(k) b(k) has the form

D(k)b(k)=[O ... 0 Pm(k) 0 ... of, (15)

Le., it is nonzero only in the m-th position when sym-
bol m is transmitted by sensor node k. Geometrically,
we see that the noncoherent generalized detector se-

eks the signal vector, R --o,shm(k) , which is closest

to measurement, R -0.5Y , in terms of the magnitude

squared inner product. This MMSE GO chooses the
maximum of a bank of M noncoherent generalized
detectors.

4 Multipulse Generalized Detector
For nonorthogonal multipulse modulation the gene-
ralized detector (GO) is given by [13]
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':YzGD(k)

12h:n(k)P~k)y-y*P~k)Y+O;P~k)0,12
= arg max * 1. '

111 h1ll(k)PS(k)h1ll(k)

(16)

where P~k) is the orthogonal projection matrix with

null space (S(k»), the so-called multiple-access inte-

rference. The notation (S) denotes the subspace spa-
nned by the columns of the matrix S. For the case of
linear coherent modulation, the MMSE GO is known
to approach the GO [13]. However, we can show that
the MMSE GO is not generally asymptotically equi-
valent to the GO for nonorthogonal multipulse mo-
dulation, although they are both zero-forcing, result-
ing in complete multiple-access interference removal

We can show that the MMSE GO can be asympto-
tically given by

mMGD(k)

= argmax I{2[H*(k)P~k)H(k)rH* (k)P~k)Y111
* 1. * 1.

} 1
2

( )- y PS(k)Y+ 01 PS(k)OI 111 , 17
where the superscript "+"denotes the pseudoinverse,

so long as Rank{H(k)} = Rank{P~k)H(k)} . This co-

ndition implies that H(k) and S(k) are linearly inde-

pendent, Le., that if Rank{H(k)} = rand Rank{S(k)}

= p, then Rank{H(k)S(k)} = p+ r. This may be as-

sumed without loss of generality since otherwise sen-
sor node k is wasting power by communicating along
a coordinate vector lying completely in the span of
the interference. This condition does not require the
matrixH(k)to be full rank (we can have r < M).

Notice that the MMSE GO approaches the GO only
when the interference-nulled correlation matrix,

H* (k)P~k)H(k) , is a scalar multiple of the identity
matrix. We can show a correctness of (17) based on
the following statements. Rewrite the matrix R given
by (8) in the following form:

R= Ek HH* +B
M '

(18)

with

B=~ LE/H(/)H* (I) + (T2I
M /~k

(19)

and

Ek=M[I.u(kW] .
Applicationof the Woodburyidentity yields

H*R-'y= M [M I+H*B-1HJ-'H*B-1y
Ek Ek

(20)

. (21)
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In [14] is shown that
Ek H

*R -1
[H

*P 1.
H]

+ H*
p 1.

- --7 S(k) S(k) ,M
where we have used the standard construction of the

pseudo inverse of P~k)H in terms of its singular va-

lue decomposition. The term f1 is hypothesis inde-
pendent and may be dropped. The detector in (17)
appears to be original and we call it the multipulse
generalized detector (MGD). Using the results of [8]
and [13], we find that the MGD may be derived by
maximizing the likelihood function
fey)

= 1 exp{-~ \Iy - H(k)D(k)b(k) - S(k),8 112}
(1f(T2)N (T2

(23)
jointly over D(k)b(k) and ,8 , and choosing m as the

entry of D(k)b(k) of largest magnitude. It is, perhaps
worth noting that MGD estimates the signal
H(k)D(k)b(k) before imposing the a priori knowle-

dge that this term is of the form JE:eJ8m(k) h rn(k) ,
whereas the GO imposes this constraint from the out-
~L .

(22)

5 Performance Analysis
In this section, we analyze the performance of the
MGD. As this performance characterizesthe MMSE
GO asymptotically,it is useful in the investigationof
both detectors. We can build asymptoticallytight bo-
unds of the probability of error, P;GD'for the MOD
via

M M

max- P;GD(m,/)s P;GDs~ LLP;GD(m,/),
I::t-m M rn;I/;1

/~111

(24)

where P;GD(m,/) is the probability that the I-th stati-
stic in (17) is greater then the m-th statistic when sig-
nal m is transmitted. The upper and lower bounds are
asymptotically coincident on the additive white Gau-
ssian noise channel and so we will concentrate on the

lower bound. Each term, P;GD(m,l), is found from

P;GD(m,l) = pr(l {(E* (k)E(k)tE~(k)y} 11112

<I {(E* (k)E(k)t E* (k)y}, 121Hm]

= Pr [y*E(E*Et (erne: - e/e; )(E*Et E*y < 0 IH rn]
(25)
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where Hm is the hypothesis that signal m is transmi-

tted, em is the m-th column of the identity matrix, E

= P~k)H(k), and we have dropped the dependency

on k. We can form the eigendecompositionE*E=

LrC , where r E tJrXrand r = Rank {E} . Introducing
the following definition

e- j6m
u=-L*(E*Et/2E*y

(j
(26)

and

V=L*(E*Et/2(eme: -ele;)(E*Et/2L

I

II

AI 0

I

v;
= VI V2 0 A *1'

2 V 2

we obtain

P;GD(m,/)=Pr[u*Vu<oIHm] . (28)
We require that the matrix V has rank 2, if this con-

dition is not satisfied then either P;GD(m, I) = 1 or

P;GD(l, m) = 1, resulting in a probability of error,
which approaches a constant as the signal-to-noise
ratio, grows. The vector u is complex normal with
correlation matrix

(27)

R[u*u]= I (29)
and mean

M[u] =2.c (E*E)o.5em
(j

under the hypothesis H m . We may use results of [14]
-[16] to define the probability of error in the follow-
ing form

P;GD ==exp{ min{-{.J4(j4 [(H*piH): m~m .

(30)

+(H*piH)~1 +21(H*PiH):.m I]}-l}}.
(31)

Using our asymptotic expression for the probabili-
ty of error, we can derive the asymptotic multiuser
efficiency and the near-far resistance of the MMSE
GO and MGO. According to [12], the asymptotic
multiuser efficiency of the k-th sensor node is deter-
mined by the following form

P (.J4(j4)

1J(k)=sup{O~r~l, tim rp f4i4 <DO}, (32).[4;;4-.0 P (
40'4

)SU r

where Prp(.J 4(j4) is the probability of error for the

k-th sensor node transmitting information signal to
sink employing the MMSE (or multipulse) generali-

zed detector fjJ with noise power .J4(j4 at the dete-
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ctor output, and Psu (~4::4) is the probability of er-
ror for the MMSE GD (or MGD) in the absence of
interfering sensor nodes and sinks, i.e., S = 0 with the

effective noise power ~4::4 at the detector output.

Using the asymptotically tight expressions for

Prp(.J4(j4 ), Psu (~4::4) given in (31) (in the latter ca-

se we simply set pi = I), we can define the asymp-
totic multiuser efficiency in the following form1J(k)

min{(H*H)t, +(H*H):m}- lotm' .
- .

{(
* 1.

)
+ * 1.

)
+

I
* 1. + I~I~ H Ps H n,n + (H Ps H p,p + 2 (H Ps H)I1,p }

(33)
The near-far resistance of the detector is defined as

the infimum of the asymptotic multiuser efficiency
over the possible realizations of the interfering sensor
node's and sink's powers. As the MMSE GD acts
asymptotically to null the multiple-access interferen-
ce, we find that the near-far resistance is simply the
asymptotic multiuser efficiency given in (33).

6 Comparison with GD
It is interesting to compare the probability of error
for MMSE GD and MGD given in (31) with the asy-
mptotic expression for the probability of error of the
GO. This latter quantity is known to be [10] and [13]

P~;

- { Ek .
11

.1

11

2

[ !h:pih, I ]}
=exP-.~8(j4~;~Pshm l-lIpihmllllpih/)1 .

(34)
It is clear that the expression in (31) and (34) are

not generally equal. They are equal for the case of or-

thogonal signal with respect to pi, i.e.,

H*P;H=VI, (35)

which is clear from the definitions oftwo tests. In ge-
neral, there is no clear reason to choose the MMSE
GO (or MGD) over the GD, at least in terms of asy-
mptotic performance. For the case of binary signal-
ing, i.e., M = 2, however, we can show below that
asymptotically the MMSE GO (or MGD) is superior
to the GD. For binary signaling, we let

E=P;H=[el'e2]' (36)
Then the MMSE GD (or MGD) has the asymptotic
probability of error
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per {

E a
MGD==exp-~ }

80"4
(37)

with

=

2
a =

AI (E'E)~: +(E'E);~z +21(E'E)~~ I
2

1 1 Ie;P; p;ezl
-+ +2 2 I.

p .l .p .l .p .l
)(

.
p .l

)el e2el ez eleZ (el e2el ez eleZ

- 2(AB-IPlz)
- A+B+2IPI '

where

(38)

A=llef, B=llezllz,p=e;ez.
We have assumed that E is invertible, since otherwi-
se both MGD and GD test fail. In light of (34) we see
that asymptotically, the GD has probability of error

p~; ==exp{- Ek~C}. (40)80"

The exponential parameter ac is given by

a = B [l-Jfl ]
G .JAB

assuming without loss of generality that A ~ B . If B
> A, we simply switch A and B. We are interested in

the ratio ~~ ' noticing that if this ratio is greater then
one, we have the MMSE GD (or MGD) outperform-
ing the GD (asymptotically). Assuming that A ~ B,
we have

2A + 21 fi 1 fA 2A + 21P I fA
aM = VB > VB
aG A + B + 21 ,B1 - 2A + 21,B1

(since A + B ~ 2A) ~ 1 (since A ~ 1. (42)
B

The same argument works for the case of B ~ A
and we conclude that the MMSE GD (or MGD) is
superior to the GD for large signal-to-noise ratio. No-
tice that equality is achieved when A =B . This appe-
ars to be most general statement that can be made ab-
out the asymptotic performance difference between
the two detectors. For every value of M greater then
two that we have considered, we have found signal
sets for which ac >aM,

(39)

(41)

7 Simulation
We consider a noncoherent channel with K =3 sen-

sor sinks, each employing M = 3 signals transmitted
by sensor nodes. The signals were taken to be length
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N =31 codes (sensor node one used codes 5-7, sen-
sor node two used codes 8-10, etc.), normalized to
have unit form. The sensor node energies were chos-
en to be E] = 1, E2 = 5, andE3 = 5. The probability
of error for the MMSE GD was estimated by Monte-
Carlo simulation. The results are shown in Fig. 1 al-
ong with the union upper bound on the MGD of (24).
Notice that fit between the MMSE GD performance
and the bound on the MGD appears quite good for
this problem, even at relatively low signal-to-noise
ratio. For comparison, we have plotted the union bo-
und for the GD. It is shown that for noncoherent bi-
nary signaling, in which the multipulse modulation is
two-dimensional, the MGD is superior to the GO.
For this example, aM = 0.34 and aG = 0.27 , and the
MMSE GD (or MGD) outperforms GO, as expected.
We have also plotted the union bound for the genera-
lized maximum-likelihood (GML) detection rule [14]
with the purpose to show a superiority of the use of
the generalized approach to signal processing in the
presence of noise with respect to classical and mod-
ern signal processing approaches. The exponential
bound of (31) is plotted against the union bound of
(24) in Fig.2. We see that the two bounds are asymp-
totically coincident, as predicted.

100

10 12 14 16

SNR/bil (dB)

Figure!. The probability of symbol error for MMSE
GO along with the asymptotic union bound of (24),
the union bound of GD, and the union bound of the
GML detector.

8 Conclusions
In this paper, we have investigated the MMSE GD,
MGD, and GO for noncoherent non orthogonal multi-
pulse modulation and have compared with GML de-
tection rule. It was observed that the former two de-
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tectors are asymptotically superior to the GD for bi-
nary signaling, a result which does not appear to ge-
neralize to larger cardinality signal constellations. We
have also shown a great superiority of the use of the
generalized approach to signal processing in the pre-
sence of noise under nonorthogonal multi pulse mo-
dulation in wireless sensor networks over classical

and modern approaches in signal processing. The as-
ymptotic multiuser efficiency and near-far resistance
were derived for the MMSE GD and MGD through a
large signal-to-noise ratio approximation to the pro-
bability of error of the detectors. The MMSE GD re-
quires knowledge of the sensor nodes' energy levels
and the interfering sensor nodes' signal vectors. The-
se requirements can be lifted by replacing the measu-
rement correlation matrix by an estimate based on se-
veral observations.
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Figure 2. Comparison of the union upper bound gi-
ven by (24) with the exponential approximation of
(31).
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